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Our cities are places where humanity comes together.  As more and
more people choose to live in cities, challenges like eliminating
hunger, fighting disease, ensuring quality education and jobs, as well
as building resilience to climate change and natural disasters are
particularly concentrated. A wealth of human potential and ingenuity
are also concentrated in our urban landscapes.  Our cities are
crucibles of invention and opportunity, and well-springs of
innovation.  Cities are where problems are solved.  To ensure that no
one is left behind, we have to be smart.  The decisions we make must
be informed by the best possible information. We must identify and
prioritize our challenges with clarity, invest in the most effective
solutions, innovate to solve problems, and empower our citizens to
drive progress.
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Analyst using satellite imagery, spatial analysis and other data to help planners
gauge the existing "tree canopy" in the city of Burlington, Vermont.
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The good news is that the data revolution is upon us.  More data are
produced today than ever before, from a multitude of sources. 
Geo-spatial monitoring, citizen-generated and crowd-sourced data,
and big data, are increasingly available in real time and complement
official statistics.  The private sector, academia, and civil society are
using this growing variety of data to make profits, inform research,
drive innovation, and target advocacy.  Enhancing accessibility and
capacity to use data for decision-making is critical to the New Urban
Agenda’s vision of action to drive sustainable urban development. 
Integrated and coordinated data generated through collaborative,
participatory processes are essential to planning and monitoring cities
in the 21st Century.  Partnering across sectors to harness the
explosion of available data, technologies, skills, and opportunities to
connect data sources is critical to unlocking data for evidence-based
decision making. 

On Tuesday, October 18th at the Urban Stage at Habitat III in Quito,
Ecuador, the U.S. Department of State will host a series of discussions
from 9:00 – 11:00 a.m. centered around “Harnessing the Data
Revolution for Urban Sustainability”.  We will explore several related
themes that underpin efforts to harness data for urban sustainability: 
how cities can tap into a global ecosystem, and use planning and
stakeholder engagement tools, to fill data gaps and build capacity for
using data for urban sustainability decision-making; concrete
examples of how improved access and use of data can help cities
address specific urban sustainability challenges (particularly climate
resilience and ending HIV/AIDS); and a deep-dive on geospatial data
which, when linked with other sources, can empower citizens to
participate and partner with local government to improve decision-
making for urban sustainability.  The event will seek to build
understanding of the interdependent nature of many seemingly
discrete sustainability challenges.  We will examine the value of data
in informing decision-making to address complex challenges, and
seek to spur action in using the tools and technologies available to
address specific challenges impacting local communities. 

Climate change is one of those challenges. Its impacts can affect
nearly every facet of life in our cities and communities and increase
the complexity of other challenges.  Citizens and local governments
must be empowered with the best possible information to anticipate
the impacts of and build resilience to climate change.  In September
2016, on the margins of the United Nations General Assembly,
seventeen countries and nine international, civil society and business
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organizations joined in launching a Joint Declaration on Harnessing
the Data Revolution for Climate Resilience. The Joint Declaration
seeks to build political will and momentum to work together to build
the resilience of our communities to the impacts of climate change by
improving the availability and use of relevant data.  At Habitat III, the
U.S. Department of State is encouraging cities and local organizations
to join this growing multi-stakeholder coalition in supporting the
Joint Declaration. The Cities of Buenos Aires and Oakland, Sonoma
County California, the Colombian non-governmental organization
(NGO) GeoCensos and the Swedish NGO Data Act Lab have already
added their voices to the effort. 

We will also be highlighting the Partnership for Resilience and
Preparedness (PREP). This new public-private partnership, launched
in September by the White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy, the World Resources Institute and other private sector,
international and civil society partners, is designed to empower a
data-driven approach to building climate resilience in communities.
PREP will help planners, investors, and resource managers more
easily incorporate climate risks into their decisions by enhancing
access to relevant data and facilitating collective learning through
insights on climate change.  It will provide access to open source data
platforms that can be adapted for local decision-making on climate
resilience. We encourage cities to explore how PREP can help them
make the best use of data to build resilience to climate change. 

As both the New Urban Agenda and the 2030 Sustainable
Development Goals highlight, partnerships are key to solving
complex, interconnected sustainability challenges.  Efforts such as the
Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data, launched a
year ago with the conclusion of the 2030 Sustainable Development
Agenda, can help cities and communities tap into an emerging global
ecosystem to help make better use of data to solve local sustainability
challenges. The Global Partnership is already convening, connecting
and catalyzing new collaborations to harness the data revolution for
sustainable development, and providing tools that can help cities
build capacity for using data to advance urban sustainability.  The
Global Partnership’s Data4SDGs Toolbox can help subnational and
local governments develop a Roadmap to identify and fill data gaps, as
well as build capacity to make the best use of data in their quest for
urban sustainability.  The Global Partnership’s Digital Marketplace,
an online space for sharing resources and finding solutions around
sustainable development data needs, can connect local governments
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and organizations with expertise and resources that can help harness
the data revolution to achieve local sustainability goals.

The challenges facing our cities and communities in advancing the
New Urban Agenda are complex and interconnected. Surmounting
those challenges will require collaboration across sectors to build
capacity to generate, analyze, and understand information and data
from a wide array of sources to inform decision-making, spur
innovation, and ensure accountability. Cities can take advantage of an
emerging global data ecosystem to help them meet these daunting
challenges. Information is power, but only if people are able to access,
understand and apply it!  

About the Author: Lawrence Sperling serves as Senior Advisor for
Data Revolution for Sustainable Development at the U.S.
Department of State.

For more information:

Lean more about the United States engagement at Habitat III.
Read other DipNote blogs about Habitat III.
Hear from U.S. leaders and a range of civil society, academia, and
other voices in our "Quito Comes to You" publication on
Medium.com.
Cities and organizations interested in expressing support for
the Joint Declaration on Harnessing the Data Revolution for
Climate Resilience should contact me.
Follow @StateDept,
@PEPFAR, @StateDeptGFS, @SecretaryCastro, @HUDGov,  on
Twitter for additional information and updates.
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